Here is a selection of items from the Stockholm Culture Night programme translated into English. We have chosen the programme items that are best suited to English-speaking visitors to the Culture Night. Even though many of the programme items are in Swedish, you can enjoy them even if you don’t understand the Swedish language. If you have any questions about the Culture Night actors and their programme items, please call us at +46 761 231 956 and we’ll be happy to help. Oh, and Stockholm Culture Night is a free event. See you on 9 April. Sleep tight.

18:00-22:00
Stigbergets Borgarrum
A living museum
A living museum that shows how a middle-class family lived in the mid-19th century. It is furnished by Anna Lindhagen, partly with things from her own home.

18:00-23:00
SL – Storstockholms Lokaltrafik (Greater Stockholm Public Transport Company Ltd)
Art exhibition by Kungsträdgården tube station
By the artistically designed station, ideas and material have been taken from the centuries of history of Kungsträdgården above ground as a garden, park and cultural centre. Guided tours at 18:00, 20:00 and 22:00. Cost: valid metro ticket

18:00-22:00
Galleri Hera
An exhibition of Tina Messing’s photos from her hikes and journeys through Sweden.
The photos in the new exhibition were taken on hikes and journeys through Sweden over a period of two years. The photographs from subjects are slightly image processed and printed on watercolour paper in limited editions.

18:00-22:00
Franska Institutet
(The French Institute in Stockholm)
The best French animated short films
The Oscar winner Logorama, the Cannes Film Festival winner Chienne d’histoire and 12 other short, innovative and humorous films. The films have English subtitles.

18:00-24:00
Konsthantverkarna (the craftsmen)
Opening and mingling
In the handicraft world, a series rarely means identical objects, and we will see very different kinds of ‘family links’. The series will be unique for the jubilee year and will be stamped and numbered.

18:00-24:00
Kenneth Asol
Intercult
See the world through the eyes of the artist!
Intercult presents a series of art videos of socially committed artists who raise topical issues through poetry, humour and seriousness. “The real reason of the migration of people in Europe to West” by Cristina David (Romania) and “Hey world, hear my voice, I’m alive!” by Selda Asal (Turkey) and others.

18:00-24:00
LOD Metallformgivning (metal design)
Opening of Ru Runeberg’s exhibition KRAK/ KRYP (insects/creatures)
Ru Runeberg’s aim has been to make unique sculptural silver objects in which the utility function is built into and hidden in the insects. Word play and associations play an important role in the process and are often reflected in the name and utility function.
You may bring a torch. Unexpected visits go on a night walk among the mummies and visit Medelhavsmuseet (the Museum of Mediterranean Folk Culture) and meet Japanese ghosts! Night at the museum: an exciting exchange of knowledge. The final product will be unique. Create with awareness in view of man and the environment!

18:30-21:00 Sven-Harrys Konstmuseum

Bonniers Konsthall (art gallery)

The hosts of the art gallery show Gardar’s Power Has a Fragrance in relays. The hosts of the art gallery show Gardar’s artistry revolves around interpretation, at your own pace, the Blue Hall and the copper printing press. Try playing percussion samba, Oriental percussion or West African drumming. Hands-on workshop with teachers at the museum in the exhibition "Trumma - tviv rymt" (Drum! – The Rhythm of Life). The workshop takes approx half an hour. No previous knowledge necessary.

18:30-21:30 Strindbergsmuseet (the Strindberg Museum)

A guide shows Strindberg’s apartment based on a unique composition of sound and images. The sound composition starts with Strindberg’s drama The Black Glove. Listen to the sounds of the café, the coffee maker bubbling, shouts of joy from people in the street, piano music, Strindberg clearing his throat, the scratching of the steel pen nib, etc.

18:30-23:00 Bonniers Konsthall (art gallery)

The hosts of the art gallery show Gardar’s Power Has a Fragrance in relays. The hosts of the art gallery show Gardar’s artistry revolves around interpretation, at your own pace, the Blue Hall and the copper printing press. Try playing percussion samba, Oriental percussion or West African drumming. Hands-on workshop with teachers at the museum in the exhibition "Trumma - tviv rymt" (Drum! – The Rhythm of Life). The workshop takes approx half an hour. No previous knowledge necessary.

18:30-21:30 Strindbergsmuseet (the Strindberg Museum)

A guide shows Strindberg’s apartment based on a unique composition of sound and images. The sound composition starts with Strindberg’s drama The Black Glove. Listen to the sounds of the café, the coffee maker bubbling, shouts of joy from people in the street, piano music, Strindberg clearing his throat, the scratching of the steel pen nib, etc.

18:30-23:00 Bonniers Konsthall (art gallery)

The hosts of the art gallery show Gardar’s Power Has a Fragrance in relays. The hosts of the art gallery show Gardar’s artistry revolves around interpretation, at your own pace, the Blue Hall and the copper printing press. Try playing percussion samba, Oriental percussion or West African drumming. Hands-on workshop with teachers at the museum in the exhibition "Trumma - tviv rymt" (Drum! – The Rhythm of Life). The workshop takes approx half an hour. No previous knowledge necessary.

18:30-21:30 Strindbergsmuseet (the Strindberg Museum)

A guide shows Strindberg’s apartment based on a unique composition of sound and images. The sound composition starts with Strindberg’s drama The Black Glove. Listen to the sounds of the café, the coffee maker bubbling, shouts of joy from people in the street, piano music, Strindberg clearing his throat, the scratching of the steel pen nib, etc.

19:00-20:00 Ethnografiska Museet (the Ethnography Museum)

Watch films with a voodoo theme at Ethnografiska Museet during the Stockholm Culture Night.

19:00-21:00 Östermalms Konstmuseum (the Museum of Far Eastern Antiquities)

Night at the museum: an exciting exchange of knowledge. The final product will be unique. Create with awareness in view of man and the environment!

19:00-23:00 Sven-Harrys Konstmuseum

Bonniers Konsthall (art gallery)

The hosts of the art gallery show Gardar’s Power Has a Fragrance in relays. The hosts of the art gallery show Gardar’s artistry revolves around interpretation, at your own pace, the Blue Hall and the copper printing press. Try playing percussion samba, Oriental percussion or West African drumming. Hands-on workshop with teachers at the museum in the exhibition "Trumma - tviv rymt" (Drum! – The Rhythm of Life). The workshop takes approx half an hour. No previous knowledge necessary.

18:30-21:30 Strindbergsmuseet (the Strindberg Museum)

A guide shows Strindberg’s apartment based on a unique composition of sound and images. The sound composition starts with Strindberg’s drama The Black Glove. Listen to the sounds of the café, the coffee maker bubbling, shouts of joy from people in the street, piano music, Strindberg clearing his throat, the scratching of the steel pen nib, etc.

18:30-23:00 Bonniers Konsthall (art gallery)

The hosts of the art gallery show Gardar’s Power Has a Fragrance in relays. The hosts of the art gallery show Gardar’s artistry revolves around interpretation, at your own pace, the Blue Hall and the copper printing press. Try playing percussion samba, Oriental percussion or West African drumming. Hands-on workshop with teachers at the museum in the exhibition "Trumma - tviv rymt" (Drum! – The Rhythm of Life). The workshop takes approx half an hour. No previous knowledge necessary.

18:30-21:30 Strindbergsmuseet (the Strindberg Museum)

A guide shows Strindberg’s apartment based on a unique composition of sound and images. The sound composition starts with Strindberg’s drama The Black Glove. Listen to the sounds of the café, the coffee maker bubbling, shouts of joy from people in the street, piano music, Strindberg clearing his throat, the scratching of the steel pen nib, etc.

18:30-23:00 Bonniers Konsthall (art gallery)

The hosts of the art gallery show Gardar’s Power Has a Fragrance in relays. The hosts of the art gallery show Gardar’s artistry revolves around interpretation, at your own pace, the Blue Hall and the copper printing press. Try playing percussion samba, Oriental percussion or West African drumming. Hands-on workshop with teachers at the museum in the exhibition "Trumma - tviv rymt" (Drum! – The Rhythm of Life). The workshop takes approx half an hour. No previous knowledge necessary.

18:30-21:30 Strindbergsmuseet (the Strindberg Museum)

A guide shows Strindberg’s apartment based on a unique composition of sound and images. The sound composition starts with Strindberg’s drama The Black Glove. Listen to the sounds of the café, the coffee maker bubbling, shouts of joy from people in the street, piano music, Strindberg clearing his throat, the scratching of the steel pen nib, etc.

18:30-23:00 Bonniers Konsthall (art gallery)

The hosts of the art gallery show Gardar’s Power Has a Fragrance in relays. The hosts of the art gallery show Gardar’s artistry revolves around interpretation, at your own pace, the Blue Hall and the copper printing press. Try playing percussion samba, Oriental percussion or West African drumming. Hands-on workshop with teachers at the museum in the exhibition "Trumma - tviv rymt" (Drum! – The Rhythm of Life). The workshop takes approx half an hour. No previous knowledge necessary.

18:30-21:30 Strindbergsmuseet (the Strindberg Museum)

A guide shows Strindberg’s apartment based on a unique composition of sound and images. The sound composition starts with Strindberg’s drama The Black Glove. Listen to the sounds of the café, the coffee maker bubbling, shouts of joy from people in the street, piano music, Strindberg clearing his throat, the scratching of the steel pen nib, etc.

19:00-20:00 Ethnografiska Museet (the Ethnography Museum)

Watch films with a voodoo theme at Ethnografiska Museet during the Stockholm Culture Night.
19:30-19:50
Tyska Kyrkan – Tidig Musik i Natten (the German Church – Early Music in the Night)
Jeremiah’s Lamentations
Vocal ensemble Purfive puts on music by Thomas Tallis.

20:00-20:15
Stockholms Stadsmuseum (Stockholm City Museum)
Fashion show with 70s vintage
Disco, punk and progressive music fight for space on the catwalk, and there is also fashion for all ages. Shopping second-hand means that the world’s resources will not be used up as quickly. We want the world to be sustainable and fair.

20:00-20:30
Galleri Överkikaren
Artist Cecilia Kraitz invites us into the secrets of ceramics.
The focus is on the RAKU technique. RAKU is a technique that requires patience, constant openness to the ceramics and glaze, and perceptiveness of the interplay between clay, glazing and fire.

20:00-21:00
Weld
Manuel Pelmus is one of the best-known representatives of Romanian dance.
He shows the solo performance Preview. In Preview, sight gives way in favour of hearing and inner representations. In a darkened room, the hierarchy of our senses changes. The solo performance has been nominated as performance of the year by Austrian journalist Helmut Ploebst in Tanz International.

20:00-24:00
Observatoriumsmuseet and Stockholms Amatörastronomer (STAR) (the Observatory Museum and Stockholm’s Amateur Astronomers)
Observe the starry sky with a telescope
At Stockholms Amatörastronomer, you can look through a modern telescope guided by experienced and knowledgeable astronomer demonstrators. In clear weather, we can see Saturn and the moon, and others.

21:00-21:45
Hedvig Eleonora Kyrka
(Hedvig Eleonora Church)
The concert grand meets the big organ
Meeting between the big organ and the concert grand. Ulf Norberg and Gregory Lloyd play Cavallarina Rusticana and Max Reger’s variations on the theme of Mozart.

21:00-23:00
Kungliga Myntkabinettet (The Royal Coin Cabinet)
Jazz for all it’s worth!
Jazz duo Jutterström/Zethson plays easy-listening jazz for all music lovers, who can enjoy a glass of wine and take the opportunity to rest their feet for a while.

21:00-02:00
Tekniska Museet (the National Museum of Science and Technology)
The focus is on space rock, science fiction and retrofuturism.
A full evening with multimedia happenings inspired by 1960s and 70s space fever. Tribute to a time when the future was still ultramodern! Live music, DJs, bar and an extraordi-
gence of visual stimulation is promised!

21:30-22:30
Kungliga Operan (the Royal Opera)
Kungliga Operan invites you to an evening with soloists, ballet and orchestra!
Welcome to Kungliga Operan’s sparkling Culture Night concert on the main stage. We listen to Kungliga Hovkapellet (the Royal Opera Orchestra) together with opera and ballet performers. Tickets can be collected from Kungliga Operan’s box office from 12:00 the same day. PHOTO: ALEXANDER KENNEY

22:00-23:00
Spårvägsmuseet (Stockholm Transport Museum)
What happens when old, well-known tramway sounds are mixed with new electronic music?
You get fantastic soundtracks. Three sound artists, Mattias Skold, Anna Einarsson and Mattias Petersson, take us on an innovative journey of sound through the museum.

22:00-23:40
Historiska Museet (the National Historical Museum)
Guided Torch Light Tour among Saints, Martyrs and Lost Souls
We turn down the lights in the Gothic Hall and experience the bloody stories of the altar-pieces by torch light. The museum exhibitions of medieval church art contain horrific scenes and bloody histories, including those on the old altar-pieces.

22:00-24:00
Folkopera (people’s opera)
Flushed infatuation with music from The Elixir of Love and other surprises
After the last performance of Donizetti’s The Elixir of Love, which ends at 21:00, there is a creative workshop with opera singing and surprises. Experience the infatuation with us until midnight!

22:05-24:00
Ramänska Kulturinstitutet (Romanian Cultural Institute)
Romanian Tango with Irina Sarbu and Trio Pascu
Come and discover Romanian tango with the charming Irina Sarbu and her trio. If you have a burning passion for couple dancing, don’t miss this opportunity to learn about the tango rhythms from Romania in the last century.

22:00-02:00
After-party at Nalen
Don’t miss Stockholm Culture Night’s official after-party at Nalen.
After a night on the town with hundreds of programme items, it may be nice to end the evening on a sweaty dance floor or just hang out in the bar with nice jazz music in the background. In the big hall, DJ Snask and the jazz band Fride Hanberger Kvartett are on stage. In the small hall, Chapel Hill Crew is behind the record players. Free entrance. Age limit 18 years.
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